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Sub: Regarding International Punjabi Language Olympiad-2023. 

As you may be aware that Punjab is one of the prominent geopolitical, cultural, 

and historical region in South Asia, and is one of the prosperous states of India 

known the world over for its unique culture, heritage, history, music, tourist places, 

food, and hospitality. The Punjabi music is becoming increasingly popular across the 

r globe. Widely acknowledged as the cradle of civilization, it is a land of ethnic and 

religious diversity, having borne and shaped a number of religious movements that 

include Sikhism, Buddhism and Sufism. Punjabi language, too, finds its origin in the 

Indo-European linguistic family that includes Persian and Latin, 

Punjabis in different states of India and more so in other countries are emotionally 

connected to Punjab and many of them intend that their present and future 

generations remain in touch with Punjab, its language, its rich heritage, guiding 

history and so on. 

Further, every language has its unique beauty and reflects the distinct culture and 

heritage of the community it is associated with. The co-existence of multiple 

languages complements and enriches each other and contributes to the unity of 

people living in multicultural societies across the globe in which they value and 

respect each other. 

In this backdrop, an endeavor is made to preserve and promote the aesthetic and 

intrinsic beauty of Punjabi language, Its deep sweetness and cultural content and to 

familiarize the present and future generations with the nuances of the language by 

deciding to organize a Punjabi Olympiad, With the intention to encourage teenagers 
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across the globe to connect to Puniabi language, the Punjab School Education Board (India) has planned to conduct the first ever International Punjabi Language Olympiad (IPLQ) in online mode which is scheduled to be held on 09-10 December, 2023. The registration for IPLO 2023 has started w.e.f. 25-10-2023. The syllabus, target group, fees and other details regarding Punjabi Olympiad are enclosed along the study material for IPLO-2023 with this letter which is also available on Instagram and Facebook page and website of Punjab School Education Board 
https.//www.olympiad.pseb.ac.in. 
As large number of Punjabis are residina in every part of India and many Punjabi students are studying in schools affiliated with your Board. we hereby request you that information about IPLO-2023 be shared with all such schools on their school login ID/portal as also through the website of your Board, so that all aspiring students can avail the opportunity to be part of the IPLO-2023. 

The Nodal Officer for this project in PSEB is Mrs. Upneet Kaur (+91-98883-11140, u.grewal@yaho0.com) who can be contacted for any information about the IPLO 
2023. 

Lock forward to receiving your cooperation, 

Mr. Sharad Gosavi 
Chairman 

ds 

Maharashtra State Board of Secondary & Higher Secondary 
No. 832A, Final Plot No. 178, 179 Near Balchtravani 
Behind Agharkar Research Institute,Pune-411004 
Email: chairman@msbshse.ac.in 

Follow us on: https://www.instagram.com/pseb.officiai/ 

Sincerely, 

(Dr. Satbir Bedi) 

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?:d=61551366697416/ 
https://twitter.com/PSEB Oficial 
https://www.youtube.comn/@pseb official 
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